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Chapter Five: The Playbook

Falling For, With, and After Eve



How to Read, Resonate, and 
Respond

Dear Journal-Artists, 

The Design of Reading & Resonating: 
Highlight parts that you can directly relate to, parts that offer new 
insight, and parts that you want to begin applying in your life. Make 
notes on the margins or use post-its or copy quotes to a separate 
notebook.  Be prepared to share your highlights, notes, and meditate 
on why you have highlighted said parts. 

The Tortoise and the Hare: In the fable of “The Tortoise and the 
Hare,” the takeaway is slow and steady wins the race. If you get caught 
up on the fact that tortoises and hares don’t communicate with each 
other let alone run a competition together to see who is faster, you 
have missed the forrest for the trees.

Responding: Responding to the text is the act of embracing its 
concepts into practice. The more you share, resonate, and respond, 
the more willing you are able to apply parts that serve you. 
Responding also pulls in, like the law of attraction, your will to action 
in real-time reality. Literature groups and/or pairing up with a pen-
pen Journal-Artist is a great way to bridge the gap between theory 
into application. 

Additional Notes: This section is designed for you to pull quote 
parts that resonate with you.

Love and Blessings, 
Mingjie Zhai, Author
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>>> Act 1: Falling For Eve<<<

1. What is the logic behind Lucifer’s test to Eve when he posed the 

statement, “You will not surely die?”  

2. What was Eve’s answer to Lucifer’s test of, “You will not surely 

die?” 

3. What was the distinction between Eve and Lucifer when it 

comes to how they view and embody love?  
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4. How does Eve transform Lucifer’s trick into Eve’s Treat?

5. Even though she was not aware of evil, it did not discount the 
Truth that Love and Love’s power to _________________________
__________________________ is True. 

6. Eve simply believes in Lucifer’s statement, “You will not surely 
die,” because her eyes were 100% focused on God, her Creator who 
______________ her and whose Love for her is ______________. 

7. What does the Power of Love do when it comes to defeating the 
Shadow?

8. Contrary to popular belief, what was the actual lie when the 
serpent tested Eve?
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9. What was the true desire of the villain, Satan the serpent, when he 
wanted Eve to bite the fruit of good and evil?

10. How did the serpent try and deceive Eve?

11. However, despite Satan’s attempt to deceive Eve, he was actually not 
successful in context to the deception itself; Contrary to popular belief, 
Eve did not bite because she was envious of the power, insecure of 
herself, or wanting more power. What was the real reason according to 
this chapter?
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>>02. Crazy Fierce Faith <<

1. According to this chapter, what gave Eve the reputation of being 
crazy?

Check Your Answers on p.25

2. In the eye of good, what did Eve initiate after she had bitten from 
the Fruit of Knowledge?
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3. “God knows the duality of reasons behind each act, and because of 
this, when He saw Eve’s reasoning for biting the fruit, he knew that…

4. Prior to Lucifer adding the extra statement, what was the state of 
Lucifer biting the fruit according to Divine Will, specifically God’s 
will and Lucifer’s will?

5. In quantum physics, how can you shift the positive valence into a 

Check Your Answers on p.26
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4. “God gave in faith (+)”  >>> “God doubts my goodness (-)” 
What type of evil is this? The manipulation of truth in the dispositional 
displacement of truth or in the positional displacement of timing? Why?

>>03. Where is the Evil?<<

1. According to this section, what is the definition of evil?

2. The result of each displacement is called a ____________________. 

3. What are the assertions that must be true for this the theory of “evil as 
a positional displacement of truth and/or timing” to stand true? 
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5. What did Eve see in Lucifer that inspired her to bite from the Fruit?

1. In the Chaos theory, or the displacement of timing, what was the vil 
Lucifer created when he added the extra statement, “because I have God’s 
goodness?”

2. When it comes to timing displacements how does this lead to false pride? 
And how is false pride a bad thing?

>>04. Displacement of Timing<<

Check Your Answers on p.26
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Check Your Answers on p.27

3. What did Eve specifically do to initiate Lucifer’s Shadow Integration?

Add Additional Notes Below
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Add Additional Notes Below
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1. What does it mean to truly be like God?

>>05. Why Would She Do That?<<

2. What is the underlying premise of Eve’s character that lead to the 
theory that Eve actually bit from the fruit out of compassion rather than 
out of envy or insecurity?

3. According to this chapter, what did Eve see in Satan?

Check Your Answers on p.27
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1. Eve gave her “have” for a “____________________” in hopes that both 
her and the serpent “_________________.” 

2. Through compassion, Eve will have to be like Alice and go down the 
rabbit hole to explore Wonderland. Wonderland in this case is….

>>06. Anti-Timing<<

>>07. Eve’s True Humility Produces the Anti-
Curse to the Timing Displacement Curse <<

1. Describe true humility in faith according to this section.

Check Your Answers on p.28

Check Your Answers on p.28
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Check Your Answers on p. 28

C

>>08. What is a Curse?<<

1. What is a curse? 

>>09. What is an Anti-Curse?<<

Check Your Answers on p. 28 

1. What is an Anti-Curse?
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Check Your Answers on p. 28

>>10. True Pursuit and True Pride<<

1. What would be Lucifer’s True Pursuit and True Pride?

>>11. A Timing Displacement Curse can be 
Counter-Cursed through an Inverse and Opposite 

Statement of the Curse <<

1. How did Eve demonstrate a timing displacement counter-curse?

Check Your Answers on p.29
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>>12. Hidden Treasures<<

1. How did Eve demonstrate a timing displacement counter-curse?

>>13. How Eve initiated the Anti-Curse to 
Lucifer’s First Curse <<

Check Your Answers on p.29

1. How did Eve initiate the Anti-Curse? 

Check Your Answers on p.29
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1. What is the nature of an inverse?

1. After Eve fell, what was the first thing Fallen Eve did that initiated the 
de-alchemization process for Lucifer’s alchemized Shadow, Satan?

>>14. What is the nature of an inverse? <<

Check Your Answers on p.30

>>15. Exposure of the Naked Truth<<

Check Your Answers on p.30
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1. What are the effects when the curse of an alchemized shadow is 
exposed?

1. How do you initiate the Shadow Integration process?

>>16. Valence Reversals<<

>>17. Called Out<<

Check Your Answers on p.30

Check Your Answers on p. 30
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1. How was the positional truth displaced between God and Lucifer when 
Lucifer lied?

2. We mentioned earlier in the chapter that a curse is the inverse of a 
Noble Shadow. What is another way of formulating a curse when it 
comes to a positional displacement? 

>>18. The Positional Displacement of Truth<<

Check Your Answers on p. 30
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1. How do you produce the Anti-curse?

>>19. How do you produce the Anti-curse?<<

Check Your Answers on p.31

>>20. Now Your Turn<<

1. Pick a statement you believe is the Noble Shadow in your journal entry. 
This could be a statement that is highly resonated-edited by your peers or 
something you have come to accept as a Noble Shadow truth (keeping in 
mind that a Noble Truth is a statement that is not love yet it honors your 
perspective as what is and your divine will to choose love’s absence as a 
potential—unreactive). Turn this statement into an anti-curse statement:
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2. Pick a statement you believe is the Sovereign Truth in your journal entry. 
This could be a statement that is highly resonated-edited by your peers or 
something you have come to accept as the sovereign truth (meaning that it 
is a truth that inherently contains true love inside and aligns with God’s 
will for you). Turn this statement into an anti-curse statement:

1. What is an inactive curse?

Check Your Answers on p.31

>>21. In the Eyes of God, the Truth is Always Good<<
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2. What is the original curse that we have all inherited from Lucifer?

3. What are two ways we can deal with our Noble Shadow?

Check Your Answers on p.31

>>22. Winner Takes All<<

1. What would be the logical conclusion to do with your Noble Shadow 
(the truth that reflects the absence of love) if God is not good?
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2. What would be the logical conclusion to do with your Noble Shadow if 
God is good?

3. What is faith?

Check Your Answers on p.31
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01. Act I: Falling for Eve Answer Key

1. The logic behind Lucifer’s Test to Eve is that if Love is Good, then surely Love will 
not allow Love’s creation to die, even at the expense of Love itself.

2. True
3. While Lucifer projects love, it is Eve who reflects Love; while Lucifer tests love, it is 

Eve who affirms Love. 
4. Eve embodies the not (-) in the false negative test, “you will not(-) surely die (-).” A 

false negative is a test result that indicates that a condition does not hold, while in fact 
it does In other words, her faith transforms the statement, “You will not surely die,” 
into True. 

5. Resurrect the spirit from death into life.
6. Loves; Good. 
7. The Power of Love produces the counter-valence against the valence of the Shadow, 

and produces the anti-curse against the curse of an Alchemized Shadow by first 
returning the Alchemized Shadow back into the Noble State and then Integrating 
with the Noble Shadow.

8. The lie is in Genesis 3:5—“you will be like God,” and this is a lie because it is a timing 
displacement; in other words, Eve was already like God at the time the serpent posed 
the statement to Eve. Like God, Eve has the Power of Producing Everlasting Life. 

9. The serpent wanted Eve to take her eyes off of the Goodness of God and refocus her 
eyes on the serpent—to give her energy to Lucifer’s original life-lie, “I have God’s 
Goodness.” Whether that is focusing on evil or hating evil, Satan wants Eve to give her 
energy and her focus on evil rather than on God and God’s Goodness. 

10. The serpent knew Eve was already like God, but acted as if she did not already have…
as if what she already has is not good enough, as if who she already is designed to be is 
not good enough. 

11. According to this chapter, the real reason Eve bit from the fruit is because she felt true 
compassion for the snake, in hopes that Lucifer, the true spirit trapped inside Satan 
may begin returning back to God, that Satan may self-realize, return back from Satan 
(Alchemized Shadow state) to Lucifer (Noble Shadow state), and fulfill his true desire, 
“I want God’s Goodness,” by returning back to God, back to Good, back to the state 
of the Return, which is the state of his original design (this can only be done through 
Grace which will be revealed in later chapters of this book). 
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02. Crazy Fierce Faith Answer Key

1. Eve bit in faith, knowing that one day, God’s goodness will resurrect her spirit. Eve 
was divinely designed to do this even if the serpent was not aware, even when this is an 
act of Eve’s free will in her choice to bite. 

2. Eve imitated the Shadow Integration process for Lucifer. 
3. Eve had no evil will behind her reasons of biting the fruit because the reason behind 

why she bit from the fruit is an act of faith in God’s goodness. 
4. The state of Lucifer’s biting the fruit is essentially neutral because God gave the fruit 

in faith (in response to Lucifer’s QUESTion of Love’s power as a tool or as an intrinsic 
value in and of itself), and Lucifer took the fruit in doubt. Both reasons behind one 
action balances itself out since one reason (God’s giving in faith) has a positive valence 
and the other reason (Lucifer’s doubt in God’s goodness and bit to find out the 
definitive truth of God’s reason behind his actions) has a negative valence. In other 
words, Lucifer’s biting the Fruit of Knowledge, knowing good and evil, is essentially 
neither good or bad. 

5. Through the conscious shift in perspective.

03. Where is the Evil? Answer Key

1. Evil is the positional displacement of timing and truth (to clarify, either one of the 
displacements is considered evil). 

2. Through the conscious shift in perspective.
3. A curse. 
4. The truth is self-evident; the Book of Judgement is neutral—it sees all dualities behind 

each action taken; The truth is independent of relative truth; the Truth is sovereign. 
5. The manipulation of truth from “God gave (the fruit) in faith” into “God doubts my 

goodness” is a positional displacement in will. This is the switching of God’s will and 
Lucifer’s will. 

6. Eve saw through Lucifer’s truest desire, which is Satan’s hidden desire, “I want God’s 
Goodness,” and she knew that the only way she could help Lucifer to do that is 
through compassion, which is to bite the fruit and prove the statement, “You will not 
surely die,” into being and becoming true. She saw the truth within the lie, from the 
serpent’s trick (negative valence), “You will not surely die,” into Eve’s treat, “You will 
not surely die (positive valence).” 
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04. The Displacement of Timing Answer Key

1. The evil comes from the statement of wanting to have something and pretending to 
have that which you actually have not. In this case, when Lucifer lied before all of 
heaven and said, “I have bitten from the fruit because I have God’s Goodness,” rather 
than “I have bitten from the fruit because I want God’s Goodness,” the difference 
between wanting and having is a matter of timing—exchanging the present for the 
future progressive tense. In this way, it is relevant to the chaos theory which, at its 
core, is a timing displacement problem. 

2. A timing displacement leads to false pride because when you pretend to have 
something (I have) in the present perfect moment when it actually belongs in the 
future tense (I will have) is false pride and this short circuits the Hero’s True Pursuit 
because you won’t bother pursuing something you are not aware that you actually do 
not have. Short circuiting the true pursuit is bad because you are divinely called to 
pursue the Hero’s journey. 

3. Eve took the statement she knew to be true, “you will not surely die,” and then took 
the statement that she knew to be false, “will be like God,” in her embodied state 
(during the time of Satan’s temptation), and then switched her present perfect state, “I 
am already like God,” with the present progressive state, “I will be like God,” by biting 
the fruit (an act of faith in God’s goodness), in hopes of reversing Lucifer’s timing 
displacement curse: “I have God’s Goodness,” into “I will have God’s Goodness,” by 
falling with Lucifer, so that both may one day return to the state of “being like God” 

05. Why Would She do That? Answer Key

1. To truly be like God is to know good and evil and still choose Good. This 
means to be in true humility and true pride. 

2. The underlying premise is that God gave Eve the the Fruit of Life First (in 
contrast to gifting Lucifer the Fruit of Knowledge first) and that God divinely 
designed Eve in love defined and since according to 1 Corinthians 13:7, Love 
always protects, always trusts, always hopes, and always perseveres. 

3. She saw the Lucifer within the Satan, like an amniotic yolk within an egg, the 
light within the dark. 
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08. What is a Curse? Answer Key

1. Have not; will have. 
2. Wonderland in this case is an open-ended question; but if you ask me, I’d say 

07. Eve’s True Humility Produces the Anti-curse to the Timing Displacement Curse Answer Key

1. Acting upon the faith that you will have while trusting in the present perfect 
moment in your process as perfect in its process (will not surely die) is true 
humility. 

06. Anti-Timing Answer Key

1. A curse is the inverse of a Noble Shadow, also known as a “projection” or an 
“alchemized shadow.”  Take for example, Lucifer’s curse was amalgamated 
when he took the noble shadow,  “I doubt God’s Goodness” (+) and then 
projected that attribution onto God, “God doubts my goodness. (-)

09. What is an Anti-Curse? Answer Key

1. An Anti-Curse is the inverse and opposite of an alchemized shadow (the curse) 
and represents an opportunity for the present perfect moment for the present 
perfect state of being, that when acted upon, will reverse the effects of the 
original curse. 

10. True Pursuit and True Pride Answer Key

1. Lucifer’s True Pursuit would be to be like God, to have God’s Goodness, to 
emulate his creator by pursuing True Love. Lucifer’s True Pride would be 
putting in the actions that reflect that by enacting the anti-curse to his curse, 
“God doubts my goodness,” which would produce the anti-curse of “I do not 
doubt God’s goodness” and begin reversing the effects of this curse by acting 
upon it. 
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11. A Timing Displacement Curse can be Counter-Cursed 

through an Inverse and Opposite valence statement of the Lie 


Answer Key

1. Eve knew that Satan’s curse is the “will” in context to, “will be like God,” at the 
time that she was already like God. Her hope and compassion for the sick 
Lucifer is for his “will be like God” true pursuit to self-realize one day, so she 
bit the apple in faith and in hope that Lucifer may realize that his previous 
sentence, “you will not surely die,” will be fulfilled as witness. The timing 
displacement counter-curse of “you will be like God,” is “I will not be like 
God,” specifically that Eve will not be like God after she bit, being and 
becoming the mirror darkly for Lucifer to witness how he fell once upon a 
time prior to Eve falling. Thus, before she bit, she bit in faith and in hope that 
her act of falling will help Lucifer become self-aware of his own fall and later in 
the future glory of things, that Lucifer “will be like God,” since the first 
statement prior to the lie, “will be like God,” was the affirmation of God’s 
Love, “You will not surely die.”—the affirmation that Eve bet was true prior to 
her biting. 

12. Hidden Treasures Answer Key

1. Eve bit in faith by switching her present perfect, “I am like God,” for a future 
progressive, “I will be like God,” in hope that both her and Fallen Lucifer both “will 
not be like God,” and in exchange, she switched “I am,” in the present perfect into 
“I am not” in the present perfect after she had bitten from the Fruit of Judgement.

13. How Eve initiated the Anti-Curse to Lucifer’s First Curse Answer Key

1. Eve bit in faith to demonstrate what she had actually switched, from her “I am like 
God,” into “I am not like God,” as a being and becoming in the falling for Lucifer’s 
self-awakening process to occur, through a darkly mirror. 
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14.  What is the Nature of an Inverse? Answer Key

1. The nature of an inverse is a reciprocal quantity, or done in return, where the 
quantity is the same, but switched positions to what or who this quantity is affecting. 

15. Exposure of the Naked Truth Answer Key

1. Eve exposed Satan: “The Snake deceived me,” thereby, serving as a rude awakening 
for Lucifer to see the life-lie, the self-deception that he is under.  

16. Valence Reversals Answer Key

1. It weakens the effects of the curse.  

17. Called Out Answer Key

1. Acting in faith while in the face of fear. 

18. The Positional Displacement of Truth Answer Key

1. There were two reasons why Lucifer bit from the fruit that day: 1. God gave in faith to 
reveal God’s goodness and 2. Lucifer’s doubt in God’s Goodness in relation to God’s love 
(is it pure or is it used as a tool?). When Lucifer lied, he switched attributions, basically 
attributing the reason why he bit the fruit because Lucifer has God’s Goodness (reason 1) 
with Lucifer’s doubt onto God as in “God doubts my goodness. (reason 2) ”
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19. How do you produce the Anti-Curse? Answer Key

1. This is also known as an inversion, by switching the positions of two subjects 
but keeping the same quantity of faith and doubt.

2. Locate the sovereign truth and then create the opposite and inverse valence 
statement of the statement of sovereign truth.

1. The Anti-curse is produced by locating the Noble Shadow and then producing 
the inverse and opposite valence statement of the Noble Shadow Statement. 

20. Now Your Turn Answer Key

1. Questions one and two are open-ended. Please give it a go and share with a 
trusted friend and peer group journal-artist. 

21. In the Eyes of God, The Truth is Always Good Answer Key

1. An inactive curse is a curse that is not being acted upon, which makes the 
curse not a curse but a Noble Shadow, the existence of something that is not 
love. 

2. God doubts my goodness. 
3. We can either expose it or alchemize it. When we expose it, we can ask God to 

remove it, and when we alchemize it, we take matters into our own hands, 
effectively enacting a curse.

22. Winner Takes All Good Answer Key

1. The logical conclusion if God is not good would be to hide the Noble Shadow 
since if God is a punishing God, he will destroy you for having it. 

2. The logical conclusion if God is good would be to give your Noble Shadow to 
God to remove or work with you in dealing with it. 

3. Faith is applied trust in God’s Goodness to work with you as a trusted friend 
and/or a Good Father.
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